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Abstract - In his paper a model is proposed for extraction of energy from wave. The extraction of energy from wave is done 
by Wave Energy Converter (WEC). This includes float, mechanical system, and generation system. When waves come, float 
motion takes place; float is connected to generator shaft for electricity production. Wave energy converter is modeled for 
generation of electricity without causing pollution. There are various methods of wave energy extraction to realize the 
application by human beings. 
 
Index Terms - Float, Mechanical system, (WEC) Wave energy converter, Wave energy, Wave star, (WPEA) Wave Power 
Extraction Algorithm 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
  
A dc generator converts a wave power into 
electricity. The wave energy is converted into 
mechanical power Ocean waves can be harnessed in 
to useful energy to reduce our dependence on fossil 
fuel. Instead of burning depleting fossil fuels 
reserves, we can obtain energy from a resources as a 
clean pollution free, and abundant as a ocean waves. 
The technology through young exists to convert the 
power of water waves in to electricity [3]. There are 
several reviews of wave energy converter concept. 
These shows that many wave energy devices are 
being studied but many are at research and 
development stage, with only small ranges of devices 
having tested at large scale [4]. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  
Currently petroleum and coal resources count the 
majority of world energy supply. However, 
consumption of petroleum and coal resource is the 
main cause of serious environmental problems such 
as acid rain and global warming. Therefore, clean and 
renewable energy is increasingly needed to meet the 
economy development and reduce the impact on 
natural environment in the near future [1]. Wave 
energy, a source of renewable energy, has the 
advantages of a high energy density and persistence 
and, therefore, is a competitive candidate for energy 
supply. In contravention of wide variety technologies 
and more than on we thousand patents for wave 
energy extraction system which are generally 
classified according to working principle in this 
project it consists of float, wave, gear box, generator 
and load [2]. 
 
Now a days Wave star concept is one of the world 
leading technology from last ten years the concept 
has developed through systematic public and 

pertaining the wave energy prototype device consist 
two round floats attach to the mechanical system all 
moving parts are installed above the normal water 
level; of the tank the float directed towards the wave 
direction when the wave the wave passes from the 
floats the floats moves up and down due to passing of 
waves due to this the floats create linear motion by 
using of this linear motion through mechanical 
system we can generate the electricity. 
  
Energy it is well known that control of point 
absorbers is essential in order to increase energy 
capture from waves. Correspondingly, advanced 
control is an integrated part of the Wave star design. 
This paper presents the control method, referred to as 
the Wave Power Extraction Algorithm (WPEA), 
applied to the full-scale Wave star Prototype for 
maximizing energy extraction. Wave star Wave 
Energy Converter explains that the Wave star Wave 
Energy Converter (WEC) is a multiple absorber 
concept, consisting of 20 hemisphere shaped floats 
attached to a single platform. The heart of the Wave 
star WEC is the Power Take-Off (PTO) system, 
converting the wave induced motion of the floats into 
a steady power output to the grid. 
 
In India the requirement of electricity is day by day 
increasing and also the cost of fossil fuels increases 
and these are conventional sources of energy .wave 
energy is one of the alternative to fossil fuel. Wave 
energy is available in large amount. If we utilize this 
energy for generation of electricity then large amount 
of fuel is saved. This project runs the renewable 
energy that is tide. So this is our small step to try to 
improve this situation by our project. 
 
The biggest challenge is to implement this technology 
in Indian cities as we know that population is lot 
more in our country and hence more fossil fuels are 
used. Due to which environment is get polluted .We 
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collected basic knowledge for this project from 
earlier models and develop a new prototype that has 
the potential to fulfill the energy requirements. 
 
III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
  

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of WEC. 
 
As per the block diagram the components of our 
project are explained below. 
 
A. Float: 
Float is the main component of our project. Float is 
made from plastic, Float is used for conversion of 
wave energy for electricity generation. The diameter 
of float is 127mm. 
 
B. Mechanical system: 
It consists of gear system .Gear is one of the 
important part of our project. A gear is a wheel with 
teeth on its outer edge. This gear system converts 
linear motion into rotary motion. Compound gear 
system is used for our project. The auto cad design of 
gear system is shown below. 
 
C. Generator: 
The dc generator is used for generation of electricity 
from mechanical energy. 
 
D. Storage unit: 
The purpose of storage unit is to store the generated 
electricity the 9 VOLT dc battery is used for the 
storage unit .and the output of storage unit is given to 
the load. 
 
E. Load: 
Lamp is used as load for our project. 
 
The project work is divided into three parts. 
 
A. Tank Designing: 
In our project the first step is to select a tank of 
suitable dimension. In tank designing process we will 
select dimensions of tank as per our requirement for 
the generation of wave in the tank. The dimension of 
tank is (4x2x2) ft. The tank is designed in such way 
that 3 sides of tank is metal and one side is glass. The 
thickness of tank is selected in such way that it can 
sustain the generated wave pressure that is generated 
for producing electricity. 
 
B. Float Design: 
The main function float is to convert wave energy in 
to linear motion .float is selected for project made 
from plastic material which will be floating on the 
wave. The diameter of float is 127mm selected as per 
from size of tank. 

C. Gear selection: 
Gear is one of the important parts of our project. 
 
IV. GEAR DESIGN 
 
Gear selection is depend on weight of float, 
generation of electricity. For project we choose a gear 
which completes large number of rotation when float 
moves up and down. 

 
Fig. 2 Gear Assembly. 

 
Generator design: the generator used for our project 
have rating 9 volt, 90rpm .The Working of generator 
is to convert mechanical to electrical energy. The 
choice of this rating of generator is depend on 
generation .the voltage produced in our project is less 
that is 9volt so generator is selected based on this 
rating. 
 
First we selected dynamo as the generator for 
generation of electricity .but torque required for 
generation is too high. 

Fig.3 Overall Overview of Constructional Details of Wave 
Energy Convertor 

 
Table.1 Technical data for prototype wave energy convertor 
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V. MERITS  
 

 It is a renewable energy source.  
 It gives stabilized output.  
 It is a simple reliable design with self-

protecting.  
 It sites on piles just like an offshore 

structure.  
 Environment Friendly  
 Abundant and Widely Available  
 Less Dependency on Foreign Oil Cost  
 Easily Predictable  
 No Damage to Land  

 
VI. DEMERITS 
 

 Cost of project is high.  
 Initial Limited application.  
 Effect on marine ecosystem.  
 Source of Disturbance for Private and 

Commercial vessels  
 
VII. APPLICATION 
 

 Efficient power generation for costal area. 
 
VIII. RESULT 
 

 As it is prototype the output voltage 
obtained from wave energy converter is 9 
volt. 

CONCLUSION 
 
It will convert wave energy to electrical energy. As it 
is prototype kit it will give benefits of clean and 
compact source of generation. 
 
Hence this project will include the benefits of 
renewable energy as well as tidal energy as it have 
significant source at costal region. 
 
The potential for generating electricity from wave is 
considerable. The ocean is a huge resource, and 
harnessing the energy in ocean waves represents an 
important step towards meeting renewable energy 
target. 
 
There are, however, various design challenges such 
as efficiency and reliability. 
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